Educational Management Information Construction and Management Analysis in the Big Data Era
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Abstract: Informatization teaching of education management (EM) has gradually led to innovation, independence, and irreplaceability of university teaching as a whole. With the continuous development and continuous promotion of education informatization, it is of great significance to the overall school running level of various universities. This article takes the informatization construction and management of EM in 50 colleges and universities (CAU) as the main research body, and conducts informatization teaching environment, informatization education mode, informatization education content, informatization EM system, informatization student management, and network security system. The establishment and implementation of the literature research method was used to collect the concepts, contents and methods of the related issues of the EM information construction; the questionnaire survey method was used for statistical analysis of 96 valid questionnaires from 50 universities; the analysis of several examples was used Use SSPS 20 statistical software to process the relevant data of the valid questionnaire; use the interview method to collect information through interviews with the leaders of the school’s information management department, teachers and students. The research results show that CAU with a multimedia classroom configuration rate of 100% are beneficial to the improvement of students' learning task completion rate. Micro-class and MOOC teaching have high-quality resources and popular trends can improve the teaching effect of CAU. Informatization of EM is conducive to the improvement of teachers' teaching tasks and the completion rate of students' learning tasks in CAU, and can promote the educational development of CAU.
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1. Introduction

In the information age, big data is widely used in all walks of life [1]. Nowadays, big data is also included in education and teaching, becoming a part of education and teaching. Big data is the use of science and advanced technology and methods to open up the data to obtain more valuable information. Nowadays, informatization education based on EM has become a trend. In the era of big data, influenced by the educational environment, teaching management in CAU has new characteristics and development trends. In the process of implementing EM informationization in many universities, we focus on establishing a complete EM information system. The system can implement the overall plan and rational operation of education, allow participants to collaborate closely, and reflect the school’s educational information strategy.

Sun has conducted research on the information system of higher EM, and improved the completion rate of education goals through innovations in education models. The research results show that the rational use of big data can realize resource sharing, and the increase of information construction in education can further promote the smooth development of university EM [2]. Youhei has conducted research on the information education environment. Through the design and innovation of the teaching environment and the creation of the network environment, teaching content can help teachers use information technology (IT) to complete teaching tasks. Students in information education learning in the environment can prompt students to quickly find their own learning methods, thereby improving the completion rate of learning tasks [3]. Mazzuto researches the application of virtual classrooms, and compares the information-based virtual classrooms with traditional classrooms. The advantages of virtual classrooms are conducive to the smooth completion of teaching by teachers, the absorption of professional knowledge by students [4].
Yoshiaki has conducted research on distributed learning under informatization teaching. Distributed learning is a reasonable teaching mode. Distributed learning is not only suitable for traditional classroom teaching, but also for distance teaching, and can also be used for the creation of virtual classrooms [5]. Rana researched the practice of integrating IT and curriculum in teaching. The learning activities of network inquiry can help teachers complete teaching tasks to students under the condition of using data resources, and can also help students solve knowledge problems and help students improve their learning effects [6]. Yongwan has carried out research on education informatization teaching, expounding its concept, application and related comprehensions. In the construction of education informatization, teachers and students have misunderstandings about it, and carry out correct informatization and constructivism. Learning theory [7]. Among the above-mentioned documents, there are few research documents on the theory of education informatization management and the management of college education informatization.

This article takes the educational management information construction and management of 50 universities as the research object. Carried out a lot of data collection and data investigation. This article adopts the questionnaire method, the literature survey method, the statistical method and the interview method to innovate the education model, the content of EM, the management and training of students, and the management of curriculum teaching. From the perspective of information education and teaching, this article analyzes the establishment of information multimedia classrooms, digital teaching resources, common management systems and information security measures. Through a comprehensive investigation, we found out the shortcomings of traditional EM, using information-based EM to improve teaching, and strengthening the construction of teaching and resource information is conducive to the development of university education.

2. The Innovation of Informatization Ideas on Educational Management of CAU

2.1 Educational Model Innovation

Traditional university courses are all open teaching. Although non-professional students can participate, the teaching mode is still focused on resource teaching. Teaching resources can only be disseminated in the classroom of the school, and cannot be effectively disseminated with other universities and the society [8-9]. The information age will change the traditional limited and centralized teaching mode. Teachers will carry out information-based online teaching, allowing more students to learn on the Internet; video teaching methods can be used to shoot the lecture videos in advance, and then through the Internet Upload to the Internet, and then let the students to download and watch, you can watch repeatedly, so as to prevent students from not understanding or missed due to distractions during class. The key parts of the knowledge can not be re-learned in time and solved [10].

Online teaching can improve students' learning effects, repeat learning, and deepen the focus of learning. At the same time, online teaching will enable more students to receive teaching and education from teachers in different universities, so as to absorb knowledge in many aspects [11-12]. Education models have been innovated. For example, MOOC teaching methods are added. MOOCs are a more popular teaching mode nowadays. MOOCs have high-quality teaching resources and can allow students of different levels to accept key universities. University education, it has the advantages of online teaching, as well as its own unique advantages. In addition to the above education modes, it also has PPT courseware teaching, case teaching, micro-course teaching and so on. The network teaching model has a huge influence in CAU [13].

2.2 EM Content Innovation

The primary task of CAU is to cultivate comprehensive professional talents who adapt to the national conditions. The traditional education system focuses on prior education such as theoretical education and practical education of students, and does not pay attention to the cultivation of students' personality [14-15]. At the same time, factors such as the quality of education, the strength of teachers, and the teaching mode of domestic universities are quite different.

Teachers cannot have a deep and comprehensive understanding of the actual situation and status of students in learning [16]. Using IT to research and analyze it, it is found that teachers can systematically and comprehensively understand students in this way, can observe the students' learning process in all directions, and can observe teaching methods and order. Make a timely summary, make reasonable improvements to the existing teaching problems, and implement the rectification plan, so as to provide
students with targeted and personalized teaching services [17-18]. Some scientific innovations can be made in decision-making, which are as follows:

(1) Service object. A complete and extensive service system has been established for teachers and students in CAU to eliminate information island effects and build a complete system data analysis center to serve students and teachers [19]. Build a unified service center, develop an information sharing mechanism through a huge data center, and increase the utilization rate of big data in universities. Use dynamic data methods to conduct data trend research and analysis on the daily life, learning status, student process, education method, education system, internal life, etc. of teachers and students, and provide reliable information for the formulation of management system related content[20-21].

(2) Campus environment. Construct perception terminals on campus to complete the realization of the Internet of Things on campus [21]. The realization of the Internet of Things mainly uses terminal data to facilitate various activities of teachers and students in the school [22]. According to the changing trend of the data, the overall development direction of the campus can be regularly controlled.

(3) Data warehouse. Traditional campus EM is not clear about data. The construction of a data warehouse for CAU can reasonably process and fully analyze the overall data on the campus, which is helpful for campus EM and meets the needs of society [23-24].

2.3 Student Management and Training Innovation

Traditional CAU have adopted the credit system, which is not flexible and rigid, and has certain constraints. This article uses the big data information management model to manage and train students, the specific content is as follows:

(1) Adopt participatory teaching mode in teaching. This teaching mode is a question-based teaching combined with open content to educate students about knowledge. Among them, the answers to the questions are diverse, there are no fixed answers, and there are basically no after-school tasks such as essays and homework. This teaching method can give students a lot of free thinking space and also give students a lot of free learning time [25]. Under normal circumstances, in this way of teaching, students use network technology and computer technology to collect big data, and then find answers. In the process of finding answers to questions, systematic learning of professional knowledge. In this process, students can not only learn about various problems with the help of network data, but also understand the related knowledge of the problems. For different students, the teaching method of teaching students, according to the students' own characteristics, formulate targeted learning plans, so that every student can get a better education.

(2) A practical teaching management system has also been added to the information EM. The teaching environment with insufficient practical teaching and experimental resources can seriously affect the teaching level of teachers. Using big data allows students to study repeatedly and observe knowledge repeatedly until all learn knowledge proficiently. The virtual laboratory in the information multimedia classroom has the advantage of low cost, which is conducive to students' mastery of professional knowledge [26].

(3) The prerequisite for cultivating all-round talents is to guide students in interdisciplinary learning. The main reason for the emergence of most new disciplines is the intersection of disciplines. The development of disciplines in today's universities is relatively stable, breaking the current discipline system, using information management to establish an interdisciplinary education system and the successful education experience of many scholars [27]. The specific process is as follows:

Draw up a targeted interest plan to help students choose some mandatory interdisciplinary subjects, establish a variety of elective subjects, multiple subjects. Different forms of courses allow students to choose and match according to their own interests and hobbies, which can better stimulate the establishment of interdisciplinary courses and be more innovative; schools should actively respond to students' responses and actively and timely adjust programs [28]. Curriculum should actively cooperate with each other to communicate, seize the new growth points of cross-curriculum, carry out more joint teaching work, allocate necessary teachers to form new interdisciplinary teaching, and make full preparations for interdisciplinary education.
2.4 Curriculum Teaching Management Innovation

The mastery of knowledge becomes more and more important. Curriculum teaching management in the era of big data carries out the following innovations: First, the integration of the curriculum system. Conduct in-depth curriculum research among various professional disciplines to improve completion; secondly, the integrity of the curriculum system. Education with a full range of curriculum content, the more types of curriculum, the richer and more diverse the content in the system; thirdly, the sustainable development of the curriculum system. Through the effective combination of curriculum structure, big data informatization, and teaching mode, the structure is balanced and stable [29]. The above is the main content of the innovation. When optimizing the learning system, you also need to pay attention to the following two points:

(1) The update of teaching content should be timely, and the latest scientific research results can be introduced into the curriculum to stimulate students' interest in learning. Classroom teaching is combined with network teaching to improve teaching effect, and network teaching is actively carried out in the teaching process.

(2) In this study of information teaching management, we must pay attention to the mutual penetration of science and liberal arts, and the integration between different disciplines should be paid attention to. The construction of teachers is mainly through a large number of introduction models, and an incentive and competition mechanism is adopted for outstanding teachers.

2.5 Management System Innovation

The adoption of the educational management information system has achieved considerable results. Although universities have invested a lot of experience in the establishment and use of the educational management information system, the relevant supporting systems have not been established in time, so that the information system In the process of using, some problems cannot guarantee the authenticity and validity of the data, and fail to achieve the due purpose of the EM information system. In the future work, the establishment of a complete information system system must be the primary work goal.

The establishment of an information system system must first be improved from the level of IT. Data information coding must ensure its accuracy and uniformity, so as to ensure consistency in data processing, and effectively avoid subsequent follow-ups due to unclear content representation and inconsistent content format. Statistics and analysis of data. Secondly, from the perspective of system operation and management, it is the foundation to establish various teaching systems that cooperate with teaching work.

3. Research Methods of Educational Management Information Construction and Management

3.1 Literature Research Method

On the basis of reading a large number of relevant documents and materials needed for research, this article collects concepts, contents and methods for the related issues of educational management information construction through researching and summarizing the content of the documents. Combining scholars' thoughts and suggestions, conduct reasonable construction research, and then formulate construction and management strategies. This article mainly focuses on the construction of educational management informatization, based on the elaboration, summary and analysis of scholars in the literature, to study and summarize the related content of educational management informatization, so as to improve the content quality of this article.

3.2 Questionnaire Survey Method

This paper adopts questionnaire survey method to 50 schools as the research object, and compares before and after applying the model of EM informationization. A comprehensive survey from all aspects is aimed at understanding the situation before and after the adoption of educational informatization in 50 CAU, as well as the solutions to traditional problems in CAU.

(1) The object of this survey is the actual situation of education informatization construction in 50 CAU. By analyzing the situation before and after the implementation of education informatization in CAU, the problems existing in traditional management education are addressed and the advantages of
informatization education are adopted. To make up for the shortcomings of traditional EM. In order to reduce the differences, 50 universities in the region were selected for investigation and research.

(2) The content of the questionnaire includes the use of informatized teaching resources, the use of informatized environments (multimedia classrooms, etc.), the use and establishment of informatized systems, and the informatized security system. There are a total of 50 questions in the form of single and multiple choice, short answer and fill-in-the-blank questions.

Because there are many schools in the survey, there is a gap in distance between the schools, and it is difficult to conduct face-to-face surveys. Therefore, the survey is conducted in the form of online questionnaires and the questionnaires are in the form of web mailboxes. To issue. Before the release, we will communicate with the person in charge of 50 CAU by telephone, instruct the questionnaire survey precautions and details, and ask the respondents to fill in carefully. The survey finally sent out 100 questionnaires, including 50 informatization supervisors, 30 teachers, and 20 students. As shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of Questionnaires Issued (Copy)</th>
<th>Number of Questionnaires Returned (Copy)</th>
<th>Questionnaire response rate (%)</th>
<th>Number of Valid Questionnaires (Copy)</th>
<th>Questionnaire Effective rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Supervisor</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100(50/50)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96(48/50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Teacher</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100(30/30)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>97(29/30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Student</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100(20/20)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95(19/20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 1 that out of the 50 questionnaires issued to the leaders of informatization, the response rate of the questionnaire was 100%, and the effective rate of the questionnaire was 96% (48/50); among the 30 questionnaires issued to the teachers The response rate was 100%, and the questionnaire validity rate was 97% (29/30); among the 20 questionnaires distributed to school students, the questionnaire response rate was 100%, and the questionnaire validity rate was 95% (19/20); A total of 100 questionnaires were distributed by the CAU. The response rate of the questionnaire was 100%, and the effective rate of the questionnaire was 96% (96/100). This article makes a statistical analysis of 96 valid questionnaires.

3.3 Statistics by Number Cases

According to the analysis results and the actual situation, problems are found, and targeted improvement measures are made.

3.4 Interview Method

Investigate and understand the implementation of the informatization EM construction plan of 50 CAU, and understand the content including the digital resources of 50 CAU, the application of informatization multimedia classrooms, the establishment and use of informatization management systems, etc. Through real and actual interviews with the leaders of the school's informatization department, teachers, and students, they can understand the most authentic information, so as to better understand the content of informatization EM construction, so as to make up for the deficiencies in the questionnaire.

4. Educational Management Information Construction and Management Analysis

4.1 Analysis of Digital Teaching Resources

Nowadays, teachers generally adopt digital teaching, and their teaching resources are diverse. Including online course teaching, PPT courseware teaching, case teaching, video teaching, micro-class teaching, MOOC teaching, etc. This paper conducts a survey on the use of digital teaching resources, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: List of commonly used digital teaching resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Online Course Teaching</th>
<th>Micro Course Teaching</th>
<th>MOOC Teaching</th>
<th>Video Teaching</th>
<th>Case Teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPT Courseware</td>
<td>38.76%</td>
<td>17.95%</td>
<td>5.80%</td>
<td>8.32%</td>
<td>9.82%</td>
<td>19.35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Diagram of Usage of Commonly Used Digital Teaching Resources

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the utilization rate of digital teaching resources in traditional teaching management is significantly lower than that in information-based EM (P<0.05). Among the CAU of information EM, PPT courseware teaching is a commonly used digital teaching method for teachers, and the utilization rate is as high as 38.76%; case teaching and online teaching are the more commonly used digital teaching methods in teacher teaching, and the utilization rates are respectively 19.35% and 17.95%; MOOC teaching, video teaching and micro-teaching were 8.32%, 9.82% and 5.80% respectively. Compared with PPT courseware teaching, the utilization rate was lower (P<0.05). Micro- and MOOC teaching has high-quality resources and popular trends, but the use rate of teachers in digital teaching is not high. It can be seen that PPT teaching, case teaching and online teaching are still more commonly used digital teaching methods.

4.2 Analysis of Multimedia Classroom Construction

It has been more than 10 years since the development of informatization construction, and the construction of multimedia classrooms has always been a major part of the construction of educational informatization infrastructure. In this study, the utilization rate of multimedia classrooms in traditional EM CAU was significantly lower than that of informationized EM (P<0.05). Among them, 48.91% of CAU that adopt information-based EM have a multimedia classroom configuration rate as high as 100%; 39.77% of CAU have a multimedia classroom configuration rate of 90% to 95%; 11.32% The deployment rate of multimedia classrooms in CAU is less than 90%; there is a significant difference between colleges with a multimedia classroom deployment rate of 100% and colleges with a deployment rate of 90%-95% and less than 90% (P<0.05). As shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: College multimedia classroom configuration diagram

It can be seen from Figure 2 that multimedia classrooms have been built in many CAU, and informatization equipment and multimedia classrooms are important infrastructures in the informatization of EM. Among them, universities with 100% multimedia classrooms have more complete multimedia equipment, including multimedia-related equipment, recording and broadcasting equipment, and classroom information terminal equipment for teaching. The multimedia equipment and recording and broadcasting equipment in 39.77% of the CAU are relatively good, and the information terminal equipment used in the classroom is relatively complete.
4.3 Analysis of Commonly used Management Systems

System construction is the foundation in the construction of EM, and the information management system is the main component of EM. The main manifestation of information management construction is the diversification of system types, the integration of system functions, and the smoothness of system operation. Nowadays, many domestic CAU have specialized management systems for the functions of various departments, including office automation systems, student management systems, educational service systems, file systems, and so on. A survey on the use of the management system in CAU, the survey results are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Diagram of Common Management Systems in Universities](image_url)

It can be seen from Figure 3 that in the surveyed schools, the utilization rate of information-based EM data system is significantly higher than that of traditional EM (P<0.05). Among the CAU that adopt informatization EM, the utilization rate of the file management system is 98.12% compared with other systems (P<0.05); the utilization rate of the library management system is 94.12% and the utilization rate of the student management system is the highest 93.91% are basically the same (P>0.05); the utilization rate of office automation system is 83.15%, the utilization rate of educational service system is 86.38%, and the utilization rate of scientific research information system is 82.77%. The utilization rate of the three systems is above 82%. It can be seen that many CAU have established EM systems that are in line with the school, and their system usage can be used favorably. The key management systems in all CAU are above 80%, which shows that the construction of EM systems is beneficial Educational management in universities.

4.4 Analysis of Information Security Measures

School teachers use information teaching to improve the completion rate of teaching goals, and students use information to achieve learning goals. Network security directly affects the operation of management and education informatization. Therefore, this article has perfected information security measures and adopted targeted campus network management measures. Then a comprehensive investigation was conducted on the implementation of network security measures. As shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Information security system implementation diagram](image_url)

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the implementation of network security measures in universities that use information-based EM is significantly better than traditional EM (P<0.05). Among the CAU that adopt information-based EM, all CAU that passed the survey have a network security system and the utilization rate is 100%. Compared with the implementation of other security measures, the difference is obvious (P<0.05); among them, the implementation of the storage security system in terms of 97%, unified identity authentication accounted for 97.64%, and the implementation of network...
security management regulations accounted for 98.34%. There was no significant difference between the three (P>0.05); the implementation of network security testing facilities and risk assessment systems accounted for 93.35, The establishment of network security institutions accounted for 92.32%, and the implementation of measures for the establishment of network security institutions was significantly lower than that of other measures (P<0.05). The above data shows that the implementation of information security measures in all universities is good, and the implementation of all measures is above 90%. The security measures are effective, which is conducive to the implementation of educational management information construction.

5. Conclusions

This article selects the construction of informatization EM of 50 universities as the research object. Although traditional teaching management has a systematic management system in many universities, it has also achieved many teaching effects. Nowadays, although some informatization has been added to traditional teaching management, it is not comprehensive. Students cannot learn comprehensive professional knowledge in traditional classroom teaching, which severely reduces the scope of students' learning. Next, this article makes a brand-new innovation in EM, so that students can effectively combine traditional teaching methods with informatization in the construction of information management education, and can break through the disadvantages of the limitations of traditional teaching resources, so that students can Under the management of informatization education, it can have comprehensive comprehensive capabilities, which can make valuable contributions in future life and work.

This article proposes that the informatization of management education is mainly based on the combination of big data and professional teaching systems. This article is based on teaching management, combined with data information to achieve the purpose of teaching research. Through the collection and analysis of relevant data from the informatization supervisors, teachers and students of 50 schools, comprehensive innovations have been made in education mode, EM, and education environment. First of all, this article uses a questionnaire survey method to collect valid data, uses a number of statistical methods to process the relevant data of this study, and uses a literature research method and interview method to analyze related concepts, content and innovative content models of informatization EM.

This article takes information-based EM as the starting point and elaborates on the student-centered information-based EM model, which makes teachers' teaching resources more diversified. On the basis of EM, the application of data informatization focuses on cultivating students' comprehensive learning ability, so as to cultivate comprehensive professional talents who contribute to the country. This article systematically expresses the content and importance of informatization EM, in order for teachers to better carry out teaching work under informatization EM, and it is also conducive to students' mastery of different professional content. The research results show that the use of information management teaching in CAU is conducive to improving the quality of teaching, improving the completion rate of teaching goals, and helping students learn different professional knowledge in various ways, making a great contribution to the country's training of comprehensive talents.
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